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What is a DOI?
A digital object identifier provides a permanent link to an article.

https://doi.org/10.1000/182

DOI: 10.1515/ijnes-2019-0074

https://doi.org/10.1515/ijnes-2019-0074

http://dx.doi.org/ezproxy.ecu.edu.au/10.7748/ns.31.27.33.s40

http://dx.doi.org/10.7748/ns.31.27.33.s40

✔️ Just add https://doi.org/ to the front of the number. Make sure there is no ezproxy information in the URL.
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Reference list

• Begin your reference list on a **new page**.

• Use the **centred bold** heading ‘**References**’.

• Each entry begins at the left hand margin. Use a **hanging indent**.

• Each entry is in **alphabetical order** according to the last name of the first author, followed by initials of the author’s given name. If there is no author, the title takes the author’s place in the list. Then alphabetise according to the first main word of the title (not ‘a’ or ‘the’).

• Works by the **same author** are arranged by **date** (earliest first).

• The reference list is **double-spaced**. Check with your lecturer to confirm this is required for your assignment.
Reference Tips

Personal Communication
Personal communication is used when the source is not retrievable by the reader. (E.g. phone conversation, email)

Use personal communication if you cite your personal values from Pebble Pad.

Author name: Michael John Smith

In-text reference: (M. J. Smith, personal communication, March 10, 2020)

Do not include a reference list entry for personal communications. These works are not retrievable.
Reference Support

• Library Referencing Guide
  https://ecu.au.libguides.com/referencing/home

• Personal Communication
  https://ecu.au.libguides.com/referencing/in-text-citations

• Nursing Specific References

Email: Library@ecu.edu.au

Appointment (Phone or online): https://askus2.ecu.edu.au/s/article/000002908
Finding articles

All discussion will be supported by evidence from the literature as it is not an opinion piece. You will refer to at least six peer reviewed articles which have been published in and since 2015 to support your discussion.

- Use keywords
- Find alternative/related terms
- Limit to 2015
- Limit to peer reviewed

( "professional identity" OR "professional value*" ) AND "personal value*" AND nurs*